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Dear friends, I get drunk when I’m sad.
What about you?
When I’m really mirthless I plunge my teeth
into the last drops of the dripping wine.
“This is mine!” I scream at the crucifix.
The candle light cannot disperse the shadows.
They play tricks with my poor eyesight.
I see images of Ivan the Terrible on the wall.
I feel the whiff of some flapping wings.
Is someone coming to get me?
And all along the sorrowful streets outside,
the flaring rays of the sun make me shiver.
The trees shake off their ugly summer faces.
Soon they will be skeletons of the lightning,
until the storm change the face of this world.
Later at home I look out thru the grated window.
The moon is yellow udder; exhausted and stale.
I try to penetrate the brains of the pedestrians.
In the boxes of their evening heads I search
for the last drops of this sad life.
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